
1. Name of the Club : Shiddat

2. Name of the President/ Head of the Club : Dhwani Jain, Manan Narang

3. Brief description of the Club :
Shiddat, The Music Society of USME, DTU was established in 2017. It aims at achieving
excellence in the field of music and performing arts. With a rich pool of talented musicians
putting in their best, it has grown from strength to strength. Shiddat's music endeavors
encompass vast genres of music like Indian Classical, Indian, Western, Instrumental, Acapella,
Rap, Band.

4. Details of events performed by the Club for the period (April 2022-March 2023) :

i) Rotract Fundraiser- An open Mic event in collaboration with Rotract Club of USME, DTU
where our members gave various performances for a good cause.

ii) Bollywood Day- This event was in collaboration with Pradarshini, the dramatics club of
USME, DTU. This fun filled event was concluded by Shiddat’s performances in the end.

iii) Saanjh’22- The Diwali mela organized by the Cultural Council had our members shine on
the big stage alongside professional artists.

iv) Event with Red FM 93.5- In this event, Shiddat organized a jam session with the RJ from
Red FM 93.5 outside Nescafe. It was an informal music session where all the crowd vamped on
music together.

v) Teachers Day- Shiddat had 4 performances on Teachers Day, from opening the event with
Saraswati Vandana to ending the event with a fun filled song for teachers.

vi) MA Economics Orientation- Shiddat performed a group song on the orientation of MA Eco,
we performed a fusion of 6 to 7 peppy songs.

vii) Republic Day- Shiddat had 2 performances on Republic Day, in one performance one of
our members played a violin, one a guitar and the other a Kahoon.

viii) Orientation of BA(H)Economics & BBA- Shiddat performed a group song on the
orientation of BA(H)Economics & BBA, we performed a fusion of 6 to 7 peppy songs.

xi) Shiddat has opened many events by Saraswati Vandana, for eg: When speakers come for
sessions to our college, on events like Republic Day, Teachers Day.


